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A GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OF THE ISLE OP MAN 
A thesis submitted f o r the degree of Master of Science 
i n the U n i v e r s i t y of Durham. 
By 
TreTor B e l l , 
ABSTRACT 
A g r a v i t y survey of the I s l e of Man was made during 
September and October, 1958, A Bouguer anomaly map was 
prepared which showed that the Bouguer anomaly over the 
whole of the I s l a n d has an average value of approximately 
45 mgals. superimposed on t h i s 'background' anomaly 
are s i x anomalies. Three of these l i e along the main 
axis of the I s l a n d and are i n t e r p r e t e d as being due to 
gr a n i t e s which are possibly joined at depth. The small 
basin of Lower Carboniferous sandstone at peel, causes a 
small anomaly. At Jurby, the anomaly i s probably due 
to basement u p l i f t , or may be the * background' anomaly 
f o r the whole of the Is l a n d . The Point of Ayre anomaly 
i s caused by a trough of rocks of New Red Sandstone age, 
which deepens northwards. A f a u l t w i t h a throw of 
approximately 1500 feet and downthrowing to the north, 
cuts these New Red Sandstone rocks. 
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A GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY IN THE ISLE OF MAN 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The I s l e of Man i s s i t u a t e d almost i n the middle of 
the I r i s h Sea. I t s closest approach to the mainland i s 
16 miles, t h i s being the distance of the Point of Ayre, 
i t s northernmost t i p , from the Scottish coast. The 
nearest approach to England and Ir e l a n d i s 31 miles. 
East of the I s l a n d , the sea i s r e l a t i v e l y shallow, and 
i s never more than ZOfathoras deep. To the westward, 
midway to the I r i s h coast, i s a deep trough, which reaches 
a depth of nearly 80 fathoms. North and south of the 
Is l a n d , the I r i s h Sea never reaches a depth of more than 
50 fathoms. 
The I s l e of Man i s roughly rectangular i n shape, and 
together with the small i s l a n d o f f i t s south-western t i p , 
the Calf of Man, occupies an area of 227 square miles. 
The longer axis of the Isl a n d , running north-north-east 
to south-south-west, from the Point of Ayre to Spanish 
Head, i s 30 miles. The maximum width at r i g h t angles 
to t h i s axis, i s only about 12 miles. 
Apart from the Northern Plain, which occupies an area 
of about 45 square miles, there i s l i t t l e f l a t ground. 
The r e s t of the Isl a n d i s occupied by heather covered 
h i l l s which, i n the c e n t r a l p o r t i o n are steep, but not 
craggy^. A ridge of high land traverses the Island, 
running from near Ramsey, southwestwards to Port E r i n , 
and i s broken only by a through v a l l e y running from 
Douglas to Peel. This ridge contains a l l the high h i l l s 
of the Isl a n d , i n c l u d i n g North and South Barrule, Beinn 
y Phott, and Sna e f e l l , the l a t t e r being the highest peak, 
reaching a height of 2034 fee t above sea-level. The 
ridge terminates i n the south-west at Bradda H i l l where 
i t f a l l s almost v e r t i c a l l y f o r 700 feet i n t o the sea. 
p a r a l l e l to t h i s major feature are other smaller ridges, 
o f t e n separated from the main ridge by deep v a l l e y s . 
Around the coast of the I s l e of Man are many 
pr e c i p i t o u s c l i f f s , e s p e c i a l l y along the east coast, f o r 
example at Maughold Head and Bulgham Bay. The f i n e s t 
c l i f f s however, are i n the region of the Chasms and 
Bradda H i l l . 
The I s l a n d has a simple drainage pattern. Streams 
descend r a d i a l l y , often through deep valleys such as 
Sulby Glen and Glen Auldyn, from the ce n t r a l mountain 
r i d g e . 
The topography of the Island can be d i r e c t l y 
c o r r e l a t e d w i t h sub-surface geology. A l l the c e n t r a l 
high land i s made up of Lower Palaeozoic Manx Slate 
Series, and, i n a l l , rocks of t h i s series make up about 
three quarters of the t o t a l rocks of the I s l e of Man. 
The Northern P l a i n i s made up of sands and gravels of 
Quaternary age, which are underlain by Manx Slates, 
Carboniferous Limestone and rocks of New Red Sandstone 
age. I n the neighbourhood of Castletown, rocks of 
Carboniferous Limestone age occur, and form the area of 
r e l a t i v e l y l o w - l y i n g ground. Also i n the area around 
Peel on the west of the Is l a n d , rocks which have been 
described as Lower Carboniferous occur, g i v i n g r i s e to 
ab area of f l a t land. 
The g r a v i t y survey of the Island was suggested by 
Dr. W.Bullerwell and conducted during September and 
October, 1958. The survey and computation of r e s u l t s , 
described i n Chapters I I I and IV, were done j o i n t l y 
w i t h Mr. J.D.Cornwell. 
CHAPTER I I 
GEOLOGY OF THE ISLE OF MAN 
S t r a t i ^ r a p h i c a l succession 
The s t r a t i g r a p h i c a l succession i s given i n the 
f o l l o w i n g t a b l e : -
Blown Sand 
peat 
Alluvium 
Raised Beach 
Late g l a c i a l f l o o d gravels 
Sand and gravels occuring as platforms 
G l a c i a l Sand and gravel occurring as mounds 
Boulder clay or loam, and rubble d r i f t 
Unconformity 
Red Saliferous Marls 
T r i a s s i c Sandstone of K i r k l i n t o n Type 
St. Bees Sandstone 
Permian Lower Red Marls and Brockram 
Unconformity 
Carboniferous Limestone series 
Carboniferous Basement Sandstone and Conglomerate 
Unconformity 
Cronk Sumark Slate 
Sulby Flags 
Breccia 
Manx Slate ^^^^^^^ 3^^^^^ 
Banded Beds 
Agneash G r i t s 
Lonan Flags 
The igneous rocks seen on the Island are as f o l l o w s : -
Contemporaneous 
Carboniferous Tuff, agglomerate, etc. 
Basalt 
Manx Slate Series Tuff 
I n t r u s i v e 
Olivine d o l e r i t e dykes (T e r t i a r y ? ) 
Diabase, e t c , (Greenstone) dykes 
Diabase, e p i d i o r i t e , c h l o r i t e s c h i s t , 
etc, ( A l t e r r e d greenstone) dykes 
D i o r i t e and camptonite dykes 
Mica-trap dykes 
Microgranite dykes 
Granite 
The main features of the s t r a t i g r a p h y are discussed i n 
the f o l l o w i n g paragraphs:-
Manx Slate Series 
The Manx Slate series are a series of s l a t e s , g r i t s , 
greywackes, t u f f s , f l a g s and breccias, which have been 
h i g h l y folded, cleaved and f a u l t e d . An estimate of thei'r 
thickness i s therefore extremely d i f f i c u l t to make. 
Lamplugh (1903) gave as an estimate, a thickness of 1500 
to 2000 f e e t , but i t i s quite possible t h a t t h e i r thickness 
exceeds 5000 f e e t . The age of the series i s also some-
what d o u b t f u l . Fossils are extremely rare - worm casts 
being the only common i n d i c a t i o n s of organic l i f e . How-
ever, one or two specimens of Dictyonema sociale have 
been discovered i n the scree from a quarry near Sulby, 
thus i n d i c a t i n g t h a t the rocks i n which they were found 
are Tremadocian i n age. Since the specimens were found 
i n the upper d i v i s i o n of the Manx Slate Series i n the 
north of the I s l a n d (the Cronk Suraark Slate) i t would 
appear that the older d i v i s i o n s of the Manx Slate Series 
are d e f i n i t e l y Cambrian i n age. This appears to confirm 
Lajnplugh's view t h a t the Manx Slate Series are equivalent 
to the lower, and l a r g e l y concealed p a r t , of the Skiddaw 
Slates. 
The youngest d i v i s i o n s of the M^nx s l a t e Series are 
probably to be found beneath the d r i f t - c o v e r e d Northern 
p l a i n . Deep borings have shown Manx Slates, dipping at 
angles of up to 50° below the Carboniferous Limestone 
Series i n the Andreas area. No f o s s i l s at a l l have been 
found i n these rocks, but they are possibly Tremadocian 
or Arenigian i n age. 
Lower Carboniferous 
I n the I s l e of Man, rocks of Lower Carboniferous age 
outcrop i n two areas, near Castletown and Peel, and are 
present i n a t h i r d area, below the d r i f t of the Northern 
P l a i n . I n the south of the Island, the succession i s : -
Posidonomya (=Posidonia) Beds 
Poolvash or Pale Limestones 
Castletown or Lower Dark Limestones 
Basement Conglomerate 
About 600 feet of beds, ranging i n age from C2 to P^ ^ are 
present, and are o v e r l a i n and i n places, overthrust, by 
the S c a r l e t t Volcanic Series. Within the Poolvash Lime-
stone, small " r e e f - k n o l l s " occur, i n which numerous f o s s i l s , 
i n c l u d i n g g o n i a t i t e s , have been found. These f o s s i l s 
thus provide a l i n k w i t h the basin facies of Lancashire, 
Westmorland and s i m i l a r areas. The succession here i s 
t o t a l l y d i f f e r e n t from th a t at the northern p a r t , and a 
d i r e c t c o r r e l a t i o n between the two areas i s not possible. 
I n the neighbourhood of Peel red and mottled sand-
stones, conglomerates and t h i n lenses of impure limestone 
occur. Fossils found i n t h i s region are derived, and 
include a s h e l l y fauna of Wenlockian age. Although the 
age of t h i s formation has not been f i x e d with absolute 
c e r t a i n t y , i t i s , i n a l l p r o b a b i l i t y , of Lower Carbon-
i f e r o u s age and equivalent to the basal conglomerate of 
the Carboniferous i n the other two areas of Carboniferous. 
Beneath the g l a c i a l d r i f t and blown sand i n the 
northern part of the I s l e of Man, the f o l l o w i n g succession 
of Carboniferous rocks has been proposed:-
Upper Limestone Group 
Middle Limestone Group 
Lower Limestone Group 
Basement Beds 
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This sequence has been assembled by Smith (1926), from 
the evidence of several bore-holes, put down i n an attempt 
to f i n d haematite. 
The Basement Beds consist of conglomerates, t h i n 
limestone and shales, r e s t i n g on a surface of Manx Slates. 
The conglomerates u s u a l l y f i l l hollows i n the Lower Palaeo-
zoic rock surface. The thickness of t h i s series i s quite 
v a r i a b l e and may l o c a l l y exceed 150 f e e t . Above the 
Basement Beds are a series of t h i n limestones, shales and 
sandstones, g i v i n g way to more massive limestones above, 
c o n s t i t u t i n g the Lower and Middle Limestone Groups. 
Towards the top of the Middle Limestone Group limestones 
become subordinate to shales and sandstones. In the 
Upper Limestone Group limestones are infrequent and shales 
are predominant. The whole of the Carboniferous success-
ion dips approximately northwards at angles of from 10 to 
60° and rests as f a r as i s known on Manx sla t e s , with 
marked unconformity. There are numerous f a u l t s w i t h i n 
the s e r i e s , and the t o t a l sequence i s estimated to amount 
to 2000 f e e t . This i s f a r i n excess of the Carboniferous 
i n the south of the Island. Volcanic rocks are completely 
absent. 
An attempt has been made (Smith, 1926), to cor r e l a t e 
t h i s succession w i t h that established i n West Cumberland, 
because of the close l i t h o l o g i c a l resemblences. The 
limestones of the Lower and Middle Limestone Groups have 
been c o r r e l a t e d w i t h the second to Seventh Limestones of 
Cumberland, and the lowest member of the Upper Limestone 
Group has been c o r r e l a t e d with the F i r s t or Great Limestone. 
The Upper Limestone Group resembles the succession i n 
North-east Cumberland, rather than the Hensingham Group 
of West Cumberland. The horizon of the L i t t l e Limestone 
i s marked by a nine inch coal seam, which i s , i n c i d e n t a l l y , 
the t h i c k e s t coal seam discovered on the Island. 
Limestones occurring w i t h i n t h i s group have been correlated 
w i t h the Oakwood, Corbridge and Thornboro Limestones 
re s p e c t i v e l y . 
Palaeontological evidence f o r the above c o r r e l a t i o n 
i s very scanty, but f o s s i l s obtained from one of the 
borings suggest that the t h i c k massive limestone of the 
I s l e of Man i s of D2 age. Since most of the Fourth 
Limestone of the Cumberland succession i s of D2 age, the 
c o r r e l a t i o n between the t h i c k massive limestone and the 
Fourth Limestone i s thought to be approximately correct. 
The remainder of the c o r r e l a t i o n i s c a r r i e d out, as 
previously mentioned, on the basis of l i t h o l o g y . 
The l i n e of h i l l s which runs westwards from Ramsey 
appears to mark the p o s i t i o n of the shore-line of the 
Carboniferous sea, and acted as a b a r r i e r between the two 
areas of deposition. The rocks occurring between the 
h i l l s of Manx Slates and the base of the Carboniferous, 
appear to be Manx sl a t e s also, and not, as Lamplugh 
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t e n t a t i v e l y suggested, of S i l u r i a n or Devonian. 
Permian and Trias 
Rocks of Permian and T r i a s s i c age have been discovered 
l y i n g unconformably on the Lower Carboniferous at the 
north end of the I s l e of Man. The succession, proved i n 
borings (Gregory,1920), i s as f o l l o w s : -
Saliferous Marl 
Sandstone of K i r k l i n t o n type (Keuper) 
St. Bees Sandstone (Eunter) 
Red Marls 
Brockram 
The beds l i e conformafcly on each other, and have a gentle 
dip to the north-east of 5 to 10°. 
The Red Marls and Brockram are r e f e r r e d to the Permian 
system. As i n the Vale of Eden the thickness of the 
Brockram i s quite v a r i a b l e , ranging i n known thickness 
from 0 to about 6o f e e t . There i s also considerable 
v a r i a t i o n i n thickness i n the Red Marls, where the maximum 
recorded thickness i s about 100 f e e t . However i t i s 
often d i f f i c u l t to separate the Red Marls from the Bunter, 
and hence the actual thickness may be somewhat greater. 
Above the Red Marls, at l e a s t 86o f e e t of sandstone occur', 
which closely resemble the St. Bees Sandstone i n both 
l i t h o l o g y and colour. Succeeding the St. Bees Sandstone 
i s a sandstone which i s comparable with the K i r k l i n t o n 
Sandstone. ' I n the deep bore-hole at the Point of Ayre, 
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940 f e e t of t h i s sandstone were encountered. Above the 
K i r k l i n t o n Sandstone, at l e a s t 780 feet of Saliferous 
Marls are present. The series includes beds of s a l t , 
marl and a few beds of gypsum. Gregory has correlated 
the s a l t horizons with those of Cheshire. 
Thus i t i s seen that at l e a s t 2700 fee t of rocks of New 
Red Sandstone age occur under the d r i f t covered Northern 
p l a i n , and i t i s quite possible that the t o t a l thickness 
may exceed 3000 f e e t . 
Quaternary Deposits 
Over the whole of the Northern P l a i n , there i s a 
t h i c k covering of sands, gravels and clays, which were 
deposited during g l a c i a l and p o s t - g l a c i a l times. The 
base of the d r i f t becomes progressively f u r t h e r below 
sea-level from the south end of the p l a i n , northwards. 
Thus from near Andreas, where the base of the d r i f t i s 
about 200 feet below sea-level, the base becomes lower, 
u n t i l , at the point of Ayre i t i s over 400 feet below 
sea-level. Near the northern margin of the p l a i n i s 
a chain of h i l l s , known as the Bride H i l l s , composed of 
d r i f t , and r i s i n g to a height of over 300 feet i n places. 
Assuming the base of the d r i f t to be i n the region of 
250 f e e t below sea-level i n t h i s region, i t i s seen that 
the t o t a l thickness of d r i f t exceeds 550 f e e t , i n places. 
This i s probably t h i c k e r than anywhere else i n the 
B r i t i s h i s l e s . 
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P o s t - g l a c i a l deposits include a raised beach, which 
can be traced i n several parts of the Island, at a height 
of about 18 f e e t above mean sea-level, and blown sand, 
seen mainly on the Ayres, at the north end of the Island, 
Iffleous Rocks 
There are two major g r a n i t i c i n t r u s i o n s on the I s l e 
of Man, at Foxdale and Dhoon. Whilst they both out-
crop along the main s t r a t i g r a p h i c a l axis of the Manx. Slates, 
they d i f f e r considerably i n mineralogical content, density 
and mode of occurrence. The Dhoon granite i s a porphyr-
i t i c microgranite and i s s t o c k - l i k e i n appearance, having 
a steeply dipping contact w i t h the Manx Slates. The 
Foxdale granite i s a t y p i c a l medium to coarse grained 
muscovite g r a n i t e , and appears to be l a c c o l i t h i c i n 
shape. 
of the smaller p l u t o n i c i n t r u s i o n s , the Oatland 
Complex i s of i n t e r e s t . I t i s a p l u t o n i c intrmsion of 
gabbroid type which i s i t s e l f intruded by an acid rock 
of Dhoon type. Near the margins, some a s s i m i l a t i o n of 
;the basLc jbck'>by the acid rock, has taken place. At 
Ballabunt, there i s a small i n t r u s i o n of quartz d i o r i t e , 
the exact size of which i s not properly known. 
Two sets of dykes of pre-Carboniferous age, possess-
ing a s t r i k e p a r a l l e l to the s t r i k e of the Manx Slates, 
are known. The series of f e l s i t e s and microgranites, 
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known as elvans, are d e f i n i t e l y r e l a t e d to the two g r a n i t i c 
masses, and occur i n narrow b e l t s on the flanks of the 
g r a n i t e s . The other series, the greenstone dykes, are 
mainly d o l e r i t e s and minettes. They have no obvious 
r e l a t i o n to the g r a n i t e s , and are more widespread and 
scattered. 
The S c a r l e t t Volcanic Series are of Carboniferous age 
and occur i n the south of the Island, They consist of 
p o r p h y r i t i c o l i v i n e basalts, t u f f s and agglomerates. 
Owing to o v e r t h r u s t i n g , the actual r e l a t i o n s h i p s between 
t h i s s e r i e s and the underlying rocks was long i n doubt, 
before Lamplugh worked on the area. 
Many dykes of supposed T e r t i a r y age have been l i s t e d . 
They are mainly t h o l e i i t e s and o l i v i n e d o l e r i t e s , and 
s t r i k e ini..an approximate north-westerly d i r e c t i o n . 
Lamplugh notes that the number of dykes decreases with 
a l t i t u d e , u n t i l at 700 f e e t above sea-level, there are 
no recorded examples. This may imply, he states, 
i n s u f f i c i e n t i n j e c t i o n pressure to force them up through 
the higher ground of the Island. 
M e t a l l i f e r o u s Veins 
The I s l e of Man has been r i c h i n mineral wealth, i n 
comparison with i t s size. Lead and s i l v e r , zinc, copper 
and i r o n ores have a l l been mined extensively. There 
are two chief d i r e c t i o n s of s t r i k e of the veins. I n the 
14 
Poxdale group of mines, the predominant d i r e c t i o n i s 
east-west, whereas at Laxey, the d i r e c t i o n i s north-
south. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
THE GRAVITY SURVEY 
A g r a v i t y survey of the Island was conducted between 
the s i x t h of September and the seventh of October, 1958, 
wit h the primary object of e l u c i d a t i n g the geological 
s t r u c t u r e of the I s l a n d . The Bedford van, belonging to 
the Durham Colleges Geology Department, was used through-
out the survey to transport the Prost Gravity Meter 
(No.C-2-54), and therefore the survey was r e s t r i c t e d to 
roads and tra c k s , of which there i s good coverage. 
The f i r s t stage of the Survey consisted i n the estab-
lishment of a network of base s t a t i o n s , the primary base 
being located at Ronaldsway A i r p o r t . From t h i s s t a t i o n , 
s i x more base s t a t i o n s were established by the normal 
method of looping (see Figure 1 ) . One of these s t a t i o n s , 
at Laxey, was o r i g i n a l l y set up by B u l l e r w e l l , i n 1952. 
A base s t a t i o n was set up at B a l l a s a l l a and d i r e c t l y 
l i n k e d with the Ronaldsway A i r p o r t bases,(also set up by 
B u l l e r w e l l ) , since the l a t t e r were inconvenient to use. 
The c l o s i n g e r r o r f o r the base s t a t i o n loops was found 
to be less than 0.05 mgals. Diagrams showing the l o c a t -
ions of the base s t a t i o n s can be seen i n the appendix. 
The absolute value f o r g r a v i t y f o r the survey was 
taken as that at Pendulum House, Cambridge, where the 
value i s taken to be 981,26500 cm/sec^. (Cook, 1952). 
B u l l e r w e l l found the value at Ronaldsway,to be 202,45 mgals 
BASE STATIONS F O R THE I S L E O F MAN GRAVITY 
SURVEY. 
Volu«« bttween bo i« i in D ia l diwii ioni 
ArrowJ point in d i rec t ion of dec rco i inq 
qrov i ty . 
O 
I— 
MIUES 
R A M S E Y 
&AUAUCH 
31 
^7 
S N A E F E L L 
ST JOHNS 
D O U G L A S 
3 0 
BALLASALLA 
FIGURE 1 
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above the value at Pendulum House. The value f o r g r a v i t y 
at the B a l l a s a l l a base was 0.31 mgals less than at Ronalds-
way and i s therefore 981,46714 cm/sec , 
A network of intermediate s t a t i o n s was then estab-
l i s h e d over the whole of the Island, the i n t e r v a l between 
each s t a t i o n being between h a l f a mile and a mile. A l t o g -
ether, 363 s t a t i o n s were occupied and 20 of these were 
repeated as a check on values previously obtained. The 
i n t e r v a l of time which elapsed between readings at base 
s t a t i o n s was never more than two hours. I n t h i s way, i t 
was possible to estimate the amount of d r i f t of the 
instrument f o r intermediate s t a t i o n s . 
The s t a t i o n s were s i t e d wherever possible close to 
bench marks and the actual e l e v a t i o n of the s t a t i o n 
determined by l e v e l l i n g to the bench mark with an Abney 
Level. The heights of these s t a t i o n s should therefore 
be accurate to w i t h i n ~ 0.2 f e e t . I n regions where 
there were no bench marks spot heights were used, the 
gravimeter being s i t e d , as near as possible, over the 
p o s i t i o n of the spot height. The elevations of these 
s t a t i o n s w i l l probably be accurate to w i t h i n ~1 f o o t . 
Some unc e r t a i n t y w i l l e x i s t , owing to changes in'.the 
l e v e l of the road, due to r e p a i r or sinking. I t was 
necessary to s i t e a few s t a t i o n s on contours, where the 
e r r o r may be greater than t l f o o t , but i s c e r t a i n l y not 
more than i 5 f e e t . The contours used were taken from 
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the s i x - i n c h map, and a l l elevations are r e l a t i v e to mean 
sea-level at Douglas. 
Towards the end of the survey, a random check was 
made on about 20 s t a t i o n s , to discover i f there were any 
err o r s i n the readings and reductions. From the differences 
i n readings obtained, the standard deviation was c a l c u l -
ated and found to be i t 0.07 mgals. 
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CHAPTER LV 
REDUCTIONS 
Densities 
Estimates of the saturated densities of the rocks of 
the I s l e of Man were made from samples c o l l e c t e d . About 
ten specimens were c o l l e c t e d from each of twenty l o c a l i t i e s 
and a representative s e l e c t i o n of the various l i t h o l o g i e s 
was obtained, as f a r as was possible. R e l a t i v e l y unweath-
ered specimens were always c o l l e c t e d . The saturated 
d e n s i t i e s of the specimens was obtained by immersing the 
samples i n water, i n a vessel from which the a i r has been 
evacuated. A f t e r soaking f o r about 24 hours, the density 
was obtained by weighing the sample w h i l s t immersed i n 
water, and then weighing the sample i n a i r . Density 
i s then:-: 
Weight of specimen i n a i r 
Wt. i n a i r - wt. i n water 
The r e s u l t s are given i n the f o l l o w i n g t a b l e : -
Number of Number of Saturated 
l o c a l i t i e s specimens densities Formation 
Manx Slate Series 11 
carboniferous Limestone 3 
Peel Sandstone 2 
Dhoon Granite 2 
Foxdale Granite 2 
113 2.73 0.06 gr/cc 
38 2.70 0.05 gr/cc 
25 2.65 0.03 gr/cc 
26 2.71 0.01 gr/cc 
22 2.62 0.02 gr/cc 
The e r r o r of any one determination i s not greater thsin 
0.005 gr/cc. The errors are stated as the standard 
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d e v i a t i o n of the mean density of the formation. There 
may have been a s l i g h t increase i n porosity of the rocks, 
due to near surface weathering and j o i n t i n g , which would 
lead t o an underestimate of the actual densities. This 
e f f e c t would be f a i r l y small and the correct densities 
are thought to be quite close to those estimated. 
Height Cornections 
The height corrections were calculated by m u l t i p l y i n g 
the e l e v a t i o n i n f e e t , of the s t a t i o n , by a f a c t o r depend-
ing on the density of the rocks beneath the s t a t i o n . A l l 
data were reduced to sea-level, r e l a t i v e to Douglas, 
Latitude Corrections 
The l a t i t u d e of each s t a t i o n was measured from the 
s i x inch map, to the nearest second. The t h e o r e t i c a l 
value f o r g r a v i t y at any p a r t i c u l a r l a t i t u d e was then 
c a l c u l a t e d , using the I n t e r n a t i o n a l Gravity Formula, I n 
actual f a c t , to save time doing repeated calculations 
to determine g r a v i t y , using t h i s formula, a table was 
prepared from which the " l a t i t u d e c o r r e c t i o n " could be 
read o f f . The " l a t i t u d e c o r r e c t i o n " being the value 
of g r a v i t y at any l a t i t u d e ' 0, minus the value of g r a v i t y 
at Pendulum House, Cambridge. 
The previously calculated_value of 0.0837 mgal per 
scale d i v i s i o n f o r the gravimeter, (Tomaschek, 1952) was 
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used throughout the survey. The value f o r g r a v i t y at any 
point X, r e l a t i v e to Ronaldsway, was then found thus:-
g^ =. (value i n scale d i v i s i o n s at X - value i n scale 
d i v i s i o n s at Ronaldsway) x 0.0837. 
Te r r a i n Corrections 
Most of the t e r r a i n corrections f o r the I s l e of 
Man are moderately l a r g e , because of the variable topo-
graphy. They are i n s i g n i f i c a n t only on the Northern 
P l a i n . Normally the estimation of t e r r a i n corrections 
i s the most tedious and time consuming stage i n the 
reduction of data of g r a v i t y surveys. However, the 
bulk of the t e r r a i n corrections f o r the I s l e of Man have 
been cal c u l a t e d using an e l e c t r o n i c computer. The 
computer which has been used i s the F e r r a n t i Pegasus 
Computer, ("Ferdinemd"), belonging to Durham University, 
and housed at Newcastle. 
The method used i s one devised by Bott i n 1957 and 
1958, ( B o t t , 1959). The p r i n c i p l e of the method consists 
i n d i v i d i n g the area i n t o a g r i d of equal and convenient 
sized squares. The average height of each square i s 
estimated and the t o t a l t e r r a i n c o r r e c t i o n f o r any s t a t i o n 
i s then obtained by summing up the actual c o n t r i b u t i o n 
from each square. The approximation used i s based on 
the a t t r a c t i o n of a segment of a hollow cylinder, and i s 
as f o l l o w s : -
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A S = G^ A X h^ 
2r (r2-p2) 
Where, 
^ g s a t t r a c t i o n of segment 
p - density of the rocks 
A *= area of the square 
h - height difference between square and 
s t a t i o n 
r " distance from s t a t i o n to centre of square 
p = the h a l f width of the square side 
The National Grid squares of one square kilometre have 
proved to be a convenient size to use. 
The computer programme only allows incremental t e r r a i n 
c orrections to be calculated f o r squares at a distance 
greater than one kilometre from the s t a t i o n . When the 
distance i s less than one kilometre, the errors involved 
i n the above approximation become large. Therefore the 
square i s 'rejected' and the number of the square contain-
ing the s t a t i o n i s determined by the computor. The 
square containing the s t a t i o n i s imagined to be at the 
centre of a square of side three kilometres, the adjacent 
squares being numbered as i n f i g u r e 2:-
1 2 3 
4 5 6 
7 CP
 9 
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Figure 2 
The square containing the s t a t i o n i s always rejected, 
since the distance to the centre of the square i s necess-
a r i l y less than one kilometre. I f t h e distance of the 
s t a t i o n to the centre of the square i s greater than eight 
kilometres, the block of sixteen squares i s treated as a 
si n g l e square. I f the distance i s between four and 
eight kilometres, the block i s treated as four squares 
of four square kilometres (see below). The t e r r a i n 
c o r r e c t i o n f o r the r e j e c t e d squares needs to be calculated 
by the conventional zone chart method. The t o t a l t e r r a i n 
c o r r e c t i o n i s the sum of the two computations. 
I n arranging the g r i d , the I s l e of Man was imagined 
to be located approximately c e n t r a l l y , i n a square of 
side 96 kilometres (Figure 3 ) . The south-west corner of 
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the square was given the reference 0000 0000, the n o r t h -
east corner having the reference 9600 9600. The actual 
National Grid reference of the south-west corner i s 
189000 434000. 
The average height of each kilometre square on the 
I s l a n d , and of the kilometre squares immediately adjacent 
to the I s l a n d was estimated. Because of the low r e l i e f 
of the sea bed, i t was possible to use l a r g e r squares, at 
increasing distances from the coast. Thus squares of 
sides 4, 8, and 16 kilometres were used, the l a t t e r forming 
a frame around the 96 kilometre square. This i s i l l u s t -
r a ted i n f i g u r e 3. The use of these l a r g e r squares saved 
a considerable amount of time i n working out average 
ele v a t i o n s , and on computor time. 
Two sets of data tapes were prepared f o r the computor. 
One set contained the coordinates and elevation of each 
s t a t i o n , and theaother contained the average heights of 
the squares, the l o c a t i o n of the squares, and a density 
f a c t o r , depending on the rock formation. The single k i l o -
metre squares were grouped i n t o squares of 16, and the 
coordinates of the south-west corner used f o r l o c a t i n g 
the squares. The arrangement of the squares w i t h i n 
the block of 16 was as i n f i g u r e 4. 
Diagram showing the l imits of the area corrected tor 
terrain c o r r e c t i o n s using the Ferranti Pegasus computer. 
Numbers refer to the a r e a s of the larger squares. 
2 5 6 •2 56 2 5 6 2 5 6 
2 5 6 
2 5 6 2 5 6 2 5 6 
l O M i l c t 
FIGURE 3 
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Figure 4 
I n the case of the l a r g e r squares, these were placed 
s i n g l y and the coordinates of the centre of the square 
noted. I n a d d i t i o n to the coordinates, elevation and 
density f a c t o r , i t was also necessary to record_the area 
of these l a r g e r squares. 
The t e r r a i n corrections f o r twelve s t a t i o n s were 
computed e n t i r e l y by the zone chart method and the r e s u l t s 
are compared with the corrections calculated by the 
computor, i n the f o l l o w i n g t a b l e : 
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S t a t i o n Height of s t a t i o n Computer Zone chart 
number i n f e e t c o r r e c t i o n c o r r e c t i o n Difference 
1 17.0 0.589 0.586 0.003 
10 40.0 0.165 0.210 0.045 
29 83.3 0.206 0.182 0.022 
30 142.5 0.822 0.901 0.019 
44 1398.0 2.337 2.267 0.070 
108 507.0 0.565 0.561 0.004 
127 303.9 1.300 1.300 0.000 
193 19.0 0.052 0.038 0.014 
214 456.9 0.980 0.967 0.013 
229 130.0 2.241 2.241 0.000 
270 1266.0 1.600 I.69O 0.090 
353 600.0 0.522 0.574 0.052 
I t can be seen that by comparing r e s u l t s , the values 
obtained a l l agree to w i t h i n 0.1 mgal. 
D e t a i l s of g r a v i t y values, l a t i t u d e s , t e r r a i n correct-
ions, etc., are to be found i n the appendix. 
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CHAPTER V 
BOUGUER ANOMALIES 
The outstanding feature of the Bouguer anomaly map 
of the I s l e of Man (see appendix), i s the comparatively 
high anomaly over the whole of the Island, the average value 
being approximately 43 mgals. Superimposed on t h i s "back-
ground" anomaly, are s i x anomalies, f i v e of which are i n 
a negative sense r e l a t i v e to the background va l u e ( f i g u r e 5)-
Lying along the main s t r a t i g r a p h i c a l axis of the 
Is l a n d are three anomalies, which have been c a l l e d the 
Dhoon, Foxdale and Calf of Man anomalies respectively ( see 
f i g u r e 5). These anomalies are a l l i n a negative sense 
r e l a t i v e to the background anomaly of 43 mgals. The most 
prominent of these anomalies i s the Foxdale anomaly. 
This anomaly i s approximately oval i n shape and has a 
minimum value of 27.2 ragals i n Foxdale v i l l a g e . Along 
the eastern margin of the anomaly the gradients are 
es p e c i a l l y steep, the maximum being i n the order of 14 
fflgals per mile. Continuing south-westwards along the 
s t r a t i g r a p h i c a l a x i s , the Bougupr anomaly rise s to about 
33 mgals and then begins to decrease, u n t i l at Spanish 
Head, the anomaly i s only 30.0 mgals. I t i s perhaps 
r a t h e r unfortunate t h a t no readings were made on the 
Calf of Man, as they would have helped i n the d e l i m i t -
a t i o n of t h i s anomaly. I t i s quite possible that t h i s 
S K E T C H MAP OF THE JSLE OF MAN, SHOWING THE 
MAIN ANOMALIES 
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anomaly i s of s i m i l a r shape to that of Foxdale. The 
gradients over t h i s anomaly are shallow, when compared 
wi t h those over the Foxdale anomaly. 
Northeastwards from Poxdale, along the main axis of 
the I s l a n d , the Bouguer anomaly increases to 42 mgals 
and then gradually decreases to 36.1 ragals. This i s the 
Dhoon anomaly. At the centre of the anomaly, between 
two s t a t i o n s three quarters of a mile apart and each 
g i v i n g Bouguer values of 36.1 mgals, a value of 31.6 mgals 
was recorded. This anomalous s t a t i o n was l a t e r repeated, 
along wi t h the two adjacent s t a t i o n s , and the same values 
were obtained. The e l e v a t i o n of t h i s s t a t i o n i s thought 
to be i n e r r o r , since an explanation i n terms of geology 
would be extremely d i f f i c u l t . The shape of the anomaly 
i s roughly c i r c u l a r i n o u t l i n e . 
I n the neighbourhood of Peel, i n the west of the 
I s l e of Man, the isogals from the Foxdale anomaly are 
d e f l e c t e d northwards, g i v i n g r i s e to a small residual 
anomaly, which has been c a l l e d the Peel anomaly. The 
anomaly here i s i n a negative sense, r e l a t i v e to the 
reg i o n a l Bouguer anomaly, and i s only i n the order of 
about 1.5 mgals. 
Along the north-west coast, there i s a broad region 
of p o s i t i v e Bouguer anomaly,(relative to the background 
anomaly), which reaches a maximum of 48,2 ragals near Jurby. 
The gradients leading up to t h i s anomaly are quite shallow, 
and do not exceed more than about 2.5 mgals per mile. 
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This i s the Jurby anomaly. 
North-eastwards from Jurby, the Bouguer anomaly 
decreases quite slowly, u n t i l j u s t north of Bride, where 
the gradient suddenly steepens u n t i l i t i s 6 mgals per 
mile. From here, to the Point of Ayre, the gradient 
remains at about 5 ragals per mile. At the Point of Ayre, 
the Bouguer anomaly i s only 32.7 mgals. The isogals of 
t h i s anomaly, (the Point of Ayre anomaly), are almost 
p a r a l l e l , running i n an east-west d i r e c t i o n . 
Over the remainder of the Island, the Bouguer stnomaly 
i s f a i r l y constant, varying between 42 and 45 mgals. 
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CHAPTER VI 
INTERPRETATION OF THE BOUGUER ANOMALIES 
The d e t a i l e d i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s of the various Bouguer 
anomalies have been divided between Mr. Cornwell and 
myself. The anomalies south of a l i n e drawn westwards 
from Ramsey, have received d e t a i l e d i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s from 
Mr. Cornwell and are only b r i e f l y mentioned i n t h i s 
t h e s i s . The Peel, Jurby and Point of Ayre anomalies are 
t r e a t e d here i n greater d e t a i l . 
The most s t r i k i n g feature of the Bouguer anomaly map 
of the I s l e of Man i s the r e l a t i v e l y high value of Bouguer 
anomaly over the whole of the Island. When Bouguer 
anomaly maps of adjacent areas are examined, i t i s seen 
t h a t the Bouguer anomalies increase towards the I r i s h Sea 
region. Rocks of high density must therefore underlie 
the whole of the region. One possible explanation i s 
th a t there i s a r i s e i n the basement rocks. Another 
explanation i s that the whole of the I r i s h Sea area i s 
underlain by basic or u l t r a b a s i c rocks. The dominant 
north-east, south-west s t r i k e of the isogals may correspond 
to the Caledonian s t r i k e of the Manx Slates. 
The Dhoon, Foxdale and Calf of Man Anomalies 
Lying along the main s t r a t i g r a p h i c a l axis of the 
Is l a n d are the Dhoon, Fox'.'dale and Calf of Man anomalies. 
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The centres of the f i r s t two anomalies correspond roughly 
to known outcrops of g r a n i t i c rocks. The centre of the 
Dhoon anomaly i s displaced to the south-west of the granite 
outcrop. At Foxdale, g r a n i t e occurs to the south-east 
of the g r a v i t y minimum. I t i s quite clear that these 
two anomalies are caused by the granites which are intruded 
i n t o the more dense Manx Slates (see table of d e n s i t i e s ) . 
Although there i s no known outcrop of granite i n 
the v i c i n i t y of the Calf of Man anomaly, but by s i m i l a r i t y 
w i t h the Foxdale and Dhoon anomalies, i t may be caused 
by a g r a n i t e unexposed on land. A point i n favour of the 
existence of a gr a n i t e i s the occurrence of hydrothermal 
veins containing copper minerals, at Bradda Head. Copper 
veins of t h i s nature often occur near to granite masses.. 
I f a g r a n i t e e x i s t s i n the v i c i n i t y of the Calf of Man, 
i t i s qu i t e probable that i t i s of s i m i l a r type to the 
Foxdale g r a n i t e . The trend of the isogals suggests that 
the two masses are joined at depth. Indeed, the Dhoon 
g r a n i t e i s probably also joined to the Foxdale granite 
at depth, since a broad saddle j o i n s the two anomalies. 
The reason f o r the difference between the Dhoon and Fox-
dale anomalies can be explained by the f a c t that the 
former has assimilated considerable amounts of Manx Slate, 
and other rock m a t e r i a l , A common o r i g i n f o r the three 
g r a n i t e s i s therefore quite f e a s i b l e . 
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The Peel Anomaly 
On examining the Bouguer anomaly map, i t can be seen 
that the isogals of the Foxdale anomaly are deflected 
northwards near Peel. When a residual Bouguer anomaly 
map i s drawn f o r t h i s region an anomaly i n the order of 
- 1,5 mgals i s obtained. I t i s known from geological 
evidence th a t there i s a f a u l t e d trough of Lower Carbon-
i f e r o u s sandstones and conglomerates i n the Peel area, 
and therefore i t i s reasonable to assume that they cause 
the anomaly. Assuming the trough to be a f a u l t e d slab 
of rock, w i t h a density contrast of 0.08 gr/cc. with the 
surrounding Manx Slates, the thickness of the seindstones 
and conglomerates i s approximately: 
t ^ 80 X A feet 
e 
•£z. 80 X 1»5 feet 
0.08 
^ 1500 f e e t 
Therefore on the assumption of t h i s density contrast, 
there may be approximately 1500 feet of Lower Carboniferous 
rocks i n the Peel area. Dawkins (1894) estimates approx-
imately 1400 f e e t and Lamplugh (1903) remarks that " i f the 
series extend so f a r inland as I have supposed i t s aggregate 
thickness, i n c l u d i n g the concealed p o r t i o n , may possibly 
be as much as t h i s (Dawkin*s estimate), or even more." 
Geophysical evidence appears to support these two estimates. 
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The Jurby Anomaly 
The wide spacings of the isogals over the Jurby 
Einoraaly i n d i c a t e t h a t i t i s not necessarily caused by a 
near surface feature. Manx Slates are thought to under-
l i e the whole of the area of t h i s anomaly. One possible 
explanation i s that i t i s due to a s l i g h t r i s e i n the 
basement rocks. On the other hand i t i s quite possible 
tha t the maximum Bouguer anomaly measured here i s i n 
f a c t , the 'background' value, since i t i s remote from the 
d i s t u r b i n g influences of the granites to the south, ajid 
the rocks of New Red Sandstone age, to the north. 
The Point of Ayre Anomaly 
I t i s known from the r e s u l t s of several borings f o r 
coal, at the beginning of t h i s century, that rocks of 
Lower Carboniferous and Permo-Triassic age occur beneath 
the g l a c i a l d r i f t of the Northern P l a i n , (Dawkins, 1902; 
Lamplugh, 1903; Gregory, 1920.) Further borings i n the 
Andreas area, f o r haematite, have helped i n the d e l i m i t -
a t i o n of the s o l i d rocks below the d r i f t , (Smith,1926; 
see f i g u r e 6.) 
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Map of the Northern P a r t ot the Isle of M a n . showing 
probable geological boundar ies ^After Smith.} 
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Figure 6 
One possible cause of the anomaly i s the presence of 
rocks of New Red Sandstone age, below the d r i f t . These 
deposits, with an assumed density of 2.33 g r / c c , form a 
s t r i k i n g density; contrast w i t h the Manx Slates, which .are 
supposed to underlie the area (see table of d e n s i t i e s ) . 
The approximate east-west trend of the isogals corresponds 
to the almost east-west s t r i k e of the Permo-Triassic rocks, 
as determined i n the bore-holes. 
Various models have been constructed, incorporating 
the data from the bore-holes i n an attempt to define the 
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shape of the New Red Sandstone deposits, and to discover 
i f there i s any p o s s i b i l i t y of rocks of Carboniferous age 
being present. I n constructing the models, i t has been 
assumed t h a t there are only Permo-Triassic rocks present. 
Therefore, on comparing the computed g r a v i t y values with 
the observed values, any res i d u a l anomaly could possibly 
be due t o rocks of Carboniferous age. 
The g r a v i t a t i o n a l e f f e c t of the models was calculated 
using the Pegasus computer. The method consists of 
c a l c u l a t i n g the g r a v i t a t i o n a l a t t r a c t i o n of a series of 
i n f i n i t e slabs of known thickness, at c e r t a i n f i x e d 
s t a t i o n s . Tow sets of tapes were prepared. The f i r s t 
tape has the p o s i t i o n of the s t a t i o n s , r e l a t i v e to a 
f i x e d coordinate, at which the value f o r g r a v i t y i s 
required. The second tape has the coordinates of the 
poi n t s which determine the shape of the g r a v i t a t i n g body, 
and a density f a c t o r , depending on the density of the 
body. 
Several models were constructed f o r a section passing 
through the s i t e s of most of the borings f o r coal. This 
i s s e c t i o n XYB on f i g u r e 6. Between the Ballagenny bore-
hole and the deepest of the three bore-holes at the Point 
of Ayre, there i s obvibusly:a large f a u l t , downthrowing 
about 1500 feet to the north. This can be demonstrated 
by the f a c t that at the Ballagenny bore-hole, the base 
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of the Permian i s 1040 fee t below sea-level. Keeping 
the dip constant and ex t r a p o l a t i n g to the Point of Ayre, 
the base of the Permian ought to be encountered at about 
1400 f e e t below sea-level, yet i t i s not even encountered 
at a depth of almost 2900 f e e t . The model which agrees 
best w i t h the observed p r o f i l e , i s the one i n which a low 
angled f a u l t , of throw 1500 f e e t , i s assumed to reach the 
surface (of the s o l i d rocks), at Ballagenny. (The 
p o s i t i o n i n g of t h i s f a u l t may be i n e r r o r , since the 
section cuts the d i r e c t i o n of s t r i k e of the rocks, and 
the isogals, o b l i q u e l y . ) The shape of the basin, from 
the model i s shown i n f i g u r e 7, below. 
Sect ion X Y B 
Dcpih 
X 
1 0 0 Ft<t 
NEW R E D S A N D S T O N E 
MANX S L A T E S 
DISTANCE X l O O O F C E T 
3 0 27 2t> 38 3 0 3J 
Figure 7 
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The observed and calculated g r a v i t y p r o f i l e s are shown 
i n f i g u r e 8, below. 
O b i t r v t d and c a l c u l a t e d g r a v i t y a n o m a l l e i a long sec t ion X - Y - B 
ANOMALY 
DISTANCE « l O O O F E E T 
Figure 8 
Another p o s s i b i l i t y , i s that the low angled f a u l t could 
be replaced by a series of high angled f a u l t s . This i s 
probably more l i k e l y , g e o l o g i c a l l y . 
There i s a r e s i d u a l anomaly of almost 1 mgal, between 
the 20,000 and 26000 fee t coordinates. This may i n d i c a t e 
the presence of Lower Carboniferous rocks. Assuming a 
density contrast of 0.08 gr/cc with the Manx Slates, which 
presumably underlie the basin, a thickness of approximately 
1000 f e e t would cause an anomaly of 1 mgal. I n the 
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Ballagenny boring, rocks described as 'Yoredale rocks', 
followed by 'Lower Carboniferous' were encountered,(Dawkins, 
1902.) Thus i t would appear that these rocks are respons-
i b l e f o r the anomaly. 
Section AB i s almost at r i g h t angles to the d i r e c t i o n 
of s t r i k e of the Permo-Triassic rocks, and has been 
constructed by e x t r a p o l a t i n g data from bore-holes, along 
the s t r i k e of the rocks, on to the l i n e of the section. 
About 12 models were prepared f o r t h i s section, and the 
model g i v i n g the nearest p r o f i l e to the observed p r o f i l e , 
i s shown i n f i g u r e 9, followed by the observed and c a l c u l -
ated g r a v i t y curves shown i n f i g u r e 10, 
S e c t i o n AB 
O.pti 
X 
1 0 0 F«*i 
NEW RED S A N D S T O N E 
MANX S L A T E S 
10 3 0 3 3 3i aa 
DISTANCE / rOOO F £ £ T 
Figure 9 
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Observed and c a l c u l a t e d g r a v i t y a n o m a l i e s along s e c t i o n A - B 
MGALS 
D I S T A N C E I l O O O F E E T 
Figure 10 
Here the curves agree quite closely, and the f a u l t i s 
thought to have been located f a i r l y accurately. A throw 
to the north of 1500 feet was again assumed, when construct-
ing the model. 
The residual anomaly along t h i s section i s not so 
great as along section XYB, the maximum being approximately 
0.6 mgals. This would i n d i c a t e a thickness of only 500 
to 600 f e e t of Carboniferous. 
Near the Point of Ayre, the anomaly gradient steepens, 
i n d i c a t i n g e i t h e r another f a u l t , or perhaps a thickening 
of the Carboniferous or Permo-Triasv. I n s u f f i c i e n t read-
ings were taken to enable a d e f i n i t e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . 
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CHAPTER V I I 
CONCLUSIONS 
The g r a v i t y survey has shown that over the whole of 
the I s l e of Man there i s a moderately high Bouguer anomaly. 
There are g r a v i t y minima around the two known outcrops 
of g r a n i t e on the Is l a n d , and a t h i r d minimum l i e s along 
the same axis as these two minima, i n d i c a t i n g that a t h i r d 
g r a n i t e i s possibly present, south-west of the Calf of Man, 
The three g r a n i t e s are probably a l l joined at depth, and 
have a common o r i g i n . 
The r e s i d u a l anomaly i n the Peel area i s due to a 
f a u l t e d basin of approximately 1500 feet of sandstones, 
conglomerates and t h i n limestones, of probable Lower Carb-
oniferous age. 
The g r a v i t y maximum at Jurby could be due to base-
ment u p l i f t , or may represent the 'background anomaly' 
f o r the Isl a n d . 
At the north end of the I s l e of Man there i s a basin 
of rocks of Permo-Triassic age, which o v e r l i e i n parts, 
rocks of Lower Carboniferous age. These Permo-Triassic 
rocks s t r i k e almost east-west and dip northwards at about 
10 degrees. About a mile and a h a l f north of Bride, and 
running approximately along the s t r i k e of the rocks of 
New Red Sandstone age, i s a f a u l t with a downthrow to 
the n orth of approximately 1500 f e e t . 
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GEOL. DEPT.(DURHAM COLLEGES) SURVEY 
GRAVITY BASE STATION NO.l 
TOWN: RAMSEY COUNTY: ISLE OF MAN. 
1" MAP: Sheet 87 6" fMP; 
DESCRIPTION 
Birchara Avenue ( o f f Ballaugh road) by entrance to 
car park. Level with end w a l l of no.19,3'from pavement edge. 
GRAVITY 230.03 
ELEVATION 17.0' 
LATITUDE 54 19' 21" N 
LONGITUDE 4 23' 17" W 
DATE 6th September, 1958. 
OBSERVER T. B e l l & J.D.Cornwell. 
uj" 
Ih. Sha. 
4 
GEOL. DEPT.(DURHAM COLLEGES) SURVEY 
GRAVITY BASE STATION NO. 19 
TOWN; LAXEY COUNTY; ISLE OF MAN 
1" MAP: 87 6" PMP: 11 
DESCRIPTION 
Meter i n l i n e w i t h w a l l and 4 ' from corner.. 
Settlement named "Ballamoar" on 6" map. Approximately 200 yards 
no r t h of milestone (Douglas 9 ) 
This s t a t i o n corresponds wit h the Geological Survey's Gravity Base 
S t a t i o n No. 311-
GRAVITY 196*04 
ELEVATION 4 0 3 . 3 ' 
LATITUDE 54 13' 58" N 
LONGITUDE 4 " 22' 4 1 " W 
DATE 8th September 1953. 
OBSERVER T.Bell & J.D.Cornwell. 
E^ ^^ ftnce. 
La 
GEOL. DEPT.(DURHAM COLLEGES) SURVEY 
GRAVITY BASE STATION NO. 20. 
TOWN: DOUGLAS. COUNTY; ISLE OF MAN. 
1" MAP; 87 6" fMP; 
DESCRIPTION 
On main road i n Douglas between "House of Keys" and 
"School" on 1" map. Opposite house named "Beverly Mount", l e v e l 
w i t h southern w a l l on western side of road 3* from pavement. 
GRAVITY 206.35 
ELEVATION 1 5 7 ^ 5 
LATITUDE 54 09' 37" N 
LONGITUDE 4 29' 03" W 
DATE 8th September 1938. 
OBSERVER T.Bell & J.D. Cornwell. 
Mounh 
GEOL. DEPT. (DURHAM COLLEGES) SURVEY 
GRAVITY BASE STATION NO. 29 
TOWN; B a l l a s a l l a . COUNTY; ISLE OF MAN. 
1" MAP; 8 7 6" f£AP; 16.. 
DESCRIPTION 
On roadtto Port E r i n , j u s t out of v i l l a g e centre,on 
south side of road.Level wi t h west w a l l of white house(opposite 
church) 3 'from pavement. 
GRAVITY 202.14. 
ELEVATION 8 3 . 3 ' 
LATITUDE 54" 05' 54" N 
LONGITUDE 4 37* 52" 
DATE 9th September 1953. 
OBSERVER T.Bell & J.D.Cornwell. 
• 
Lcucl ijji'l-h 
ir 
GEOL. DEPT.(DURHAM COLLEGES) SURVEY 
GRAVITY BASE STATION NO. 
TOWN: St. JOHNS COUNTY: ISLE OF MAN 
1" MAP: 31. 6" f5AP: 
DESCRIPTION 
On west side of Foxdale-St. Johns road south of 
l e v e l crossing.Near cottage on west side of road , l e v e l with..norlherly 
gatepost. 3 from pavement edge. 
GRAVITY 200.13 
ELEVATION 142.5 
LATITUDE 54° 11' 51" N 
LONGITUDE 4 37' 57" W 
DATE Qth September 1958. 
OBSERVER T.Bell & J.D.Cornwell. 
Cattaaci 
G E O L . D E P T : ( D U R H A M C O L L E G E S ) S U R V E Y . 
GRAVITY BASE STATION NO. 31. 
TowNi Miimn COUNTY; I S L ^ O F M A N 
1" MAP: 81. 6" fMP: 
DESCRIPTION -. - -
On Peel - BallSUgH road j u s t west of Ballaugh 
bridge, l e v e l w i t h Sycamore'tree on south side of road, 3' 7''from 
hedge, 1 9 ' 3"from gatepost. 
GRAVITY 226.23 
ELEVATION 106.0' 
LATITUDE 54 18' 32" N 
LONGITUDE 4 32' 35" W 
DATE l o t h September 1958. 
OBSERVER T.Bell & J.D.Cornwell, 
A H 
Humji Bridge 
)^ ' ^" g"** P"^'' 
3' 7" •• hc^^c 
GEOL. DEPT. (DURHAM COLLEGES) SURVEY 
GRAVITY BASE STATION NO. 45 
TOWN: SNAEEELL COUNTY: TSLE OF MAN 
1" MAP; 8 1 6" ¥M: 
DESCRIPTION 
On Ki r k Micheal road by ju n c t i o n with mountain 
rpad. between Ramsey and Douglas. On nearside of road going West. 
Levfel w i t h f o u r t h concrete post east of gate , four feet from roadside, 
GRAVITY 1 3 7 . 9 7 
ELEVATION 1 3 8 8 . 9 ' 
LATITUDE 5 4 ° 1 4 ' 35" N 
LONGITUDE 4 ° 2 8 ' 1 8 " W 
DATE 1 5 t h September 1 9 5 8 . 
OBSERVER T.Bell & J.D.Cornwell . 
KirkH.c/facl. 
Cjriat.. 
1 
&LOVI, MAJag. 
at), eiuetiti S/iJaV. 
ISLE OF MAN GRAVITY SURVilY, ?AS£ STATIONS. 
Values between bases i n ^ 
|;&le d i v i s i o n s . Arrows 
b i n t i n d i r e c t i o n of 
creasing g r a v i t y . 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum {e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
AH information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Addi-ess) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum {e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
All information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum [e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6° map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
AH information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:--
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum (e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
All information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum {e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
All information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:- - (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum (e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
AH information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf :— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum {e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loops Col. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. 1, 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
AH information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum [e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
All information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information"supplied by:— (Name) 
: (Addi-ess) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum {e.g. LIVERPOOL.) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loops Col. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
All information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the colunm headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum (e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
Al l information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum {e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. . Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loops Col. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
Al l information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— (Name) 
(Address) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum {e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
AH information will be acknowledged on receipt. 
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Information supplied by:— /... (Name) 
(Addi-ess) 
Telephone:— 
Date:— 
Notes. ^ 
In returning information users are asked to insert overleaf any of the listed particulars which are 
readily available. I f this is not convenient, information may be supplied in any form from which the 
details indicated in the column headings may be derived, e.g. a map showing station positions and elevations 
and gravity links and values. 
The following points supplement the column headings overleaf:— 
Cols. 2 and 3. Should be given to the nearest second. 
Col. 4. Should be given in feet, referred to N E W L Y N datum where possible. Use of any 
other datum {e.g. LIVERPOOL ) should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. 5. Where a station is directly connected to a number of stations a separate line entry should 
be completed for each link. In the case of normal loopsCol. 5. should show the local base. 
Col. 6. i.e. measured gravity difference (and standard deviation where an estimate is possible) 
between the stations shown in Col. i and Col. 5. 
Col. 7. Should show the gravity value (and its standard deviation) at the station entered in Col. i , 
either as the difference from Pendulum House (CAMBRIDGE), or as a total value based 
on the assumed value 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Col. 9. . Should if possible show the Bouguer Anomaly (in milligals) against the International 
Gravity Formula at Mean Sea Level (NEWLYN), based on 981.265 at Pendulum House. 
Use of any other height or gravity reference level should be noted in Col. 12. 
Col. I I . Enter any terrain correction incorporated in the Bouguer Anomaly given in Col. 9. and 
the outermost zone compensated (HAMMER nomenclature). 
Users are asked to return with this form site descriptions from which it will be possible to re-occupy 
the station and accurately plot its position on the O.S. 6" map. Station Description Sheets have been 
circulated with this form. 
Please indicate clearly any information which you require to be treated as confidential. References to 
publications should be given in Col. 12 (Remarks). 
Information should be addressed to:— 
The Director, Geological Survey and Museum, London, S.W.7. 
All information will be acknowledged on receipt 
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